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How many times have you heard this statement: “People want to work with those

they KNOW, LIKE, and TRUST.”  If you’re like me, you have found this frustrating

at times.  You’ve thought to yourself, “I’m a good person.  I’m likable.  I’m

definitely trustworthy. I’m all the things but people aren’t breaking down the

doors to work with me. What’s missing?”’

 

There is a fourth component to the know, like, and trust formula that may be

missing. While it’s 100 percent true that people must know you, like you, and trust

you if you are to ever have influence in their lives, these three alone don’t cut it.

 

The fourth vital component to helping people choose to work with you in

whatever arena is, in my opinion, the most important.  People must know, like,

trust, and feel CONNECTED to you.  Connection is the missing “link” that bonds

you in a way that opens the door to influence.  And influence is leadership.  If you

want to lead people.  If you want to truly have influence for good in a person’s life,

it begins with connection.

 

So how do we connect?  I host entire intensives helping people connect one on

one, in groups, and to large audiences.  Connection is more than a resource

guide.  However there is one thing that will help people feel more connected to

you than they have up to this point.  I utilize this skill at every crisis or hostage

negotiation I am involved in to gain trust and connect with the people who, prior

to the incident, I don’t know and have no influence in their life.

 

The first key to connection is recognizing it’s not about you.  Connection is about

the other person.  Connection is first found by becoming a deep listener.  Catch

the key word “deep” listener.  This takes energy and skill.  Deep listening takes

intention and practice. There are some simple steps you can take to become a

better listener.  This guide will give you seven that I have used time and time

again to build that connection and rapport that is required if I am ever to have

influence in the life of another.
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1. Minimal Encouragement - I start with this because for many it’s a learned behavior

and you may not be aware but you already do it.  Simple small encouragers such as

“okay, hmmm, I see, go ahead, ahh, etc.” can all be used to let the other person you

are tuned into what they are saying and interested.  This can include non verbal cues

such as a head nod, raised eyebrows, or a smile at the right moment.  They seem

insignificant but these little encouragers show you are fully engaged and they

inspire the other person to share more. NOTE: This is not a filler. A misplaced smile

or “I see” can actually prove you weren’t listening at all and shut down the desired

connection.

 

2. Curios Questions - When we become interested in others the bond they feel with

us grows.  The best way to show your curiosity is to ask more questions.  These

questions should give opportunity for further detail.  Closed off questions that don’t

require thinking on the other person’s part will actually slow the progress.  Open

questions that require them to give more detail or even think with both their mind

and heart are what make the difference and keep the conversation growing. A

closed question is any question that can be answered with one word: Yes, no, good,

bad, okay, and fine are all examples of closed questions.  Check out my 20

Questions for engagement tool for some great questions to keep the conversation

rolling and the connection growing.
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3. Mirroring - Have you ever heard it said that imitation is the highest form of

flattery?  It’s true in connection too.  In fact, studies have shown that the words we

use make up for less than 25% of all that is communicated.  Our body language

has a large impact on our communication and connection with others.  In his book,

Just Listen, Mark Goulston discusses the power of mirroring the other person’s

body posture, facial expressions, and general positioning when having an

interaction.  It builds commonality and communicates, “You and I are like each

other.”  This creates connection.  A simple example of mirroring could be how

your legs are crossed or uncrossed while seated on a chair.  It could be simply

utilizing your hand gestures when speaking in a similar way that they do.  It’s

subtle but creates a subconscious similarity that builds rapport.   Another form of

mirroring that takes practice but is extremely effective is to simply reflect the last

few words you heard from the person at the end of the sentence.  When they say,

“I couldn’t believe what he said.” And you respond, “What he said?” You’re truly

mirroring back their words and encouraging them to tell you more.

 

4. Name the Emotion - One of the strongest tools of the five is to name the

emotion.  Out of the abundance of the mouth, the heart speaks.  When you’re

having a conversation with someone and you label the emotion they are speaking

from, you form a powerful bond and connection.  This may sound like, “You seem

really hurt by…” or “You appear to be scared that …” Here’s why this works so

well to connect.  First, the other party may not even be aware of what’s driving

their words. When you name the emotion behind the words or actions, you

connect them to what’s at the heart of the matter and can, at times, bring clarity

for them they wouldn’t have had otherwise.  Secondly, because emotions are

internal energy, when a person feels heard on the emotional level they feel known.  

When they feel known, they feel connected.  NOTE: Don’t be scared to get the

emotion wrong.  You may here, “I’m not angry.  I’m sad that…” When this

happens, you’ve still connected. By attempting to understand at a deeper level

you’ve shown the other person you are really listening. Also, you may have helped

them articulate the emotion which they couldn’t do before.
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5. Summarize - Do you remember Cliff Notes?  Those little mini books of summary

of the big book you were supposed to read for your report?  If you don’t

remember them than you’re a better student than I was.  Essentially they were

paraphrased versions of the original book.  They gave the key points that were

essential to the plot.  Using this approach in a conversation can really build

rapport.  When I repeat back a summary of what I’ve heard it communicates my

interest and my desire to understand.  Paraphrasing happens in the middle of a

conversation or just after a major moment was shared.  It usually starts with

something like, “So what I’m hearing you say is…” and it ends with “is that right?”  

Again, don’t worry if you weren’t perfect. The effort is what is noticed and the

person appreciates being heard. Don’t be quick to problem solve here.  Just show

you’re listening

 

6. Paraphrase - Paraphrasing is different than summarizing in that paraphrasing is

when you take a small part of what you heard and repeated it back with the same

meaning but in your own words. It may sound like this, “My husband leaves his

stuff all over the house.  Then when he needs things he can’t find anything.  It

makes a mess and we’re always late.” —> “He’s disorganized.”  This is simple but

powerful.

 

7. Ssshhhhhhhh! Quiet is powerful - So many of us dread the quiet moments in a

conversation. However, a quiet moment after a meaningful share or question is

extremely useful.  Allow for the quiet pause.   This is also extremely important

following an open question.  We must let people think and consider.  When

someone is quiet they are thinking.  They are becoming aware.  When you

interrupt that process, you interrupt their ability to think and you can break

connection.
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